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Demonstration of a biological sensor to determine 
hydrogen mass transfer in biological methanation 
using methanogenic Archaea
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Introduction

FlaeXMethan describes an innovative process for the biological

conversion of biogas with renewable hydrogen from surplus electricity

electrolysis using methanogenic archaea.
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Figure 2:

left: Calculated hydrogen uptake rate (HUR) from online off-gas analysis at different

pressure and stirring settings and fixed gassing rate.

right: Plot of integrated and substituted form of Eq. (2) for kLα determination.

Conclusion

Biological limitations restrict determination of mass transfer

properties

Higher stirring speeds result in lower kLα values indicating

formation of vortices and less gas dispersion

Higher system pressure does not show a significant increase in

mass transfer, indicating biological limitations

Highest kLα determined at 0.05 s-1 (10 bar, 500 rpm)

Results illustrate importance of in-depth understanding of mass

transfer characteristics for the optimization of the biomethanation

process

Background

Gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient is the essential design

parameter for methanation bioreactors

Theoretical estimation of the kLα(H2) via measurement of kLα(O2)

and correlation via diffusion constants

kLα(O2) relies on response time of sensors

Current theories assume rapid conversion of hydrogen by the cells

High performance gas-liquid mass transfer is crucial for overall

process efficiency

Gas transfer characteristics between bioreactors and microbiology

are not well understood

Determination of kLα for any biological system and any reactor

configuration

Results

The hydrogen uptake rate (HUR) describes the mass transfer of

hydrogen across the system bubble to cell.

𝐶𝑈𝑅 ⋅ 𝐶𝑂2 +𝐻𝑈𝑅 ⋅ 4 𝐻2 → 𝑀𝐸𝑅 ⋅ 𝐶𝐻4 +𝑊𝐸𝑅 ⋅ 2 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑟 𝑋 ⋅ 𝑋 (1)

𝐻𝑈𝑅 =
d𝑐

d𝑡
= 𝑘L𝛼 ∗ (𝐶

∗ − 𝐶) (2)

Reformulating Eq. (1) and (2) can be results in a 𝑦 = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑥 + 𝑑 equation

with k representing kLα (Fig. 2 right).
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of gas

liquid mass transfer from bubble

towards cell [1, 2].

Experimental

Biological methanation of

hydrogen and carbon dioxide

in fed-batch cultivation mode.

By assuming full conversion of

H2/CO2 to CH4 once in the

liquid phase, the methane

evolution rate (MER) is solely

dependent on its gas-liquid

mass transfer. This enables

calculation of kLα values based

on produced methane and

establishes a biological sensor

for hydrogen mass transfer

determination.

FlaeXMethan is able to significantly contribute to the energy transition. It

provides a possibility to convert excess electric energy into a storable

chemical form - methane - which can be processed, stored and used

with already existing infrastructure.


